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(Childhood Of World Figures)
A biography of Mahatma Gandhi who struggled for
the civil rights of his fellow Indians.
This small book does not lay claims to being
comprehensive or exhaustive. It is meant only to
serve as an introduction, particularly to benefit
children and beginners, and to inspire them to make
a deeper study, and to instil the desire to know more,
and to benefit from the life and message of Mahatma
Gandhi.
A nation’s capability of self-sustainability is seen as
the foremost marker for it to be considered a
developed nation. Its self-sufficiency in agriculture,
economy, health and education facilities for its
citizens builds its sustainability. An ideal nation
should be able to fulfil the basic needs for each of its
citizen on its own. To achieve this level of selfsufficiency was one of India’s former President Dr.
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s major aspirations for the
country. Creating A Livable Planet is a volume
especially compiled with an aim to preserve and
spread Dr. Kalam’s enlightening and informative
ideas on the usage of right technology to benefit and
improve India’s agriculture, economy, atmosphere
and health of citizens. He, through these articles,
educates the citizens, both young and old, on how
using inexpensive, conventional and nature-friendly
techniques can help us enrich our agriculture,
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environment and health. He also advocates the
adoption of necessary modern technologies that
could help our society evolve.
A childhood biography of the great political and
social leader. Mohandas K. Gandhi (1869-1948)
studied law in England, then spent 20 years
defending the rights of immigrants in South Africa.
In 1914 he returned to India and became the leader of
the Indian National Congress. Gandhi urged nonviolence and civil disobedience as a means to
independence from Great Britain, with public acts of
defiance that landed him in jail several times. In 1947
he participated in the postwar negotiations that led
to Indian independence. He was shot to death by a
Hindu fanatic in 1948. This childhood biography
highlights the events that informed Gandhi's
indomitable spirit.
Indira Gandhi: Revolution in Restraint
Our President: Ram Nath Kovind
Understanding the Logic of Consumer India
Gandhian Perspective of Nation Building for World
Peace
Christian Contribution to Nation Building
Popular Indian Leaders Biographies : BIOGRAPHY
OF LOKNAYAK JP/Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam:
Biography Of A Saintly Scientist/THE LIFE AND
TIMES OF VEER SAVARKAR
Rama has done a great service by capturing her vast experience
this book for the benefit of all–from CEOs to market and
business development professionals... She has developed a very
strong case for learning India on its own terms before investing.
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This book is a critical read for anyone considering building a
large franchise for themselves in India. – C.K. Prahalad
Thought provoking and topical, it will be of great value to a
wide spectrum of people, most importantly to those global
firms and their senior management who are looking for
credible insights and data to create these winning strategies. It
will also be of immense help to those management students and
academic researchers who are interested in understanding the
Indian consumer market. – N.R. Narayana Murthy Winning in
the Indian Market: Understanding the Transformations of
Consumer India is one of the most insightful books on how a
multinational company can win in India by managing the
diversity, complexity and affordability of Indian consumers.
My congratulations to Rama Bijapurkar for writing a
reader–friendly book with captivating case studies based on her
highly successful consulting experiences – Jagdish N. Sheth
Rama Bijapurkar is one of the very few global minds who
doesn′t paint emerging markets with a developed country
brush. In this book, she uses her deep understanding of India to
deliver a highly informative piece of work. Anyone looking to
profit from eh boom in developing countries such as India
would be well advised to first read this very thoughtful –
Ruchir Sharma India is a "chaos" market with many layers of
opportunity beyond the obvious. This book has the rare insight
and courage to describe the Indian market as it truly is and will
be in the future. It is essential reading for anyone who is
serious about doing business in India. – Kishore Biyani
This bibliography examines literature in English for young
people concerning the Indian subcontinent and associated
areas, including Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri
Lanka. It presents the perspectives of authors native to the
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region as well as non-native authors, and reflects the rich
folklore and traditional culture of the subcontinent, its
checkered history, and modern challenges. An introductory
essay traces the development of children's literature in the
region since 1947 and reviews major themes and trends in
western children's literature about the subcontinent. The many
entries are organized into chapters by country, which are then
subdivided by genre. Further access is afforded by indexes of
authors, illustrators, titles, and subjects. Annotations provide
plot summary, thematic analysis, and literary evaluation and
also assess sensitivity to multicultural and international
concerns.
Reversing his parents' immigrant path, a young American-born
writer returns to India and discovers an old country making
itself new Anand Giridharadas sensed something was afoot as
his plane from America prepared to land in Bombay. An
elderly passenger looked at him and said, "We're all trying to
go that way," pointing to the rear. "You, you're going this
way?" Giridharadas was returning to the land of his ancestors,
amid an unlikely economic boom. But he was interested less in
its gold rush than in its cultural upheaval, as a new generation
has sought to reconcile old traditions and customs with new
ambitions and dreams. In India Calling, Giridharadas brings to
life the people and the dilemmas of India today, through the
prism of his émigré family history and his childhood memories
of India. He introduces us to entrepreneurs, radicals,
industrialists, and religious seekers, but, most of all, to Indian
families. He shows how parents and children, husbands and
wives, cousins and siblings are reinventing relationships,
bending the meaning of Indianness, and enduring the pangs of
the old birthing the new. Through their stories, and his own, he
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paints an intimate portrait of a country becoming modern while
striving to remain itself.
This Combo Collection (Set of 3 Books) includes All-time
Bestseller Books. This anthology contains: BIOGRAPHY OF
LOKNAYAK JP Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam: Biography Of A
Saintly Scientist THE LIFE AND TIMES OF VEER
SAVARKAR
Nelson Mandela: "No Easy Walk to Freedom"
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam: Biography Of A Saintly Scientist
Gandhi
Understanding the Transformation of Consumer India
Launching RTI Comprehension Instruction with Shared
Reading
Boundaries, Borders and Beyond

Childhood and Nation explores the historical
and manifold current relations between
nation and childhood. Millei and Imre bring
together an international and
interdisciplinary group of scholars to address
many pressing questions of today. The
analytical incisions created by nation and
childhood bring answers to the following
questions: How do national agendas related
to economic, social and political problems
exploit children and tighten their regulation?
How do representations of nations take
advantage of ideals of childhood? Why do
nations look to children and search for those
characteristics of childhood that help them
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solve environmental and humanitarian
issues? The book offers a fresh look at the
theme of nation and childhood by offering
multiple methodologies from fields including
education, policy studies, political science,
sociology, anthropology, literature, and
psychology.
This Report is one of the first comprehensive
studies on young children in India. It focuses
on children under 6 years of age and
presents key aspects of their well-being and
development. With the highest number of
neonatal, infant and under-5 deaths in the
world, there is an urgent need to address
issues that continue to affect the young child
in India. This volume: Introduces two young
child indices aggregating selected indicators
to separately track child outcomes and child
circumstances. Provides an account of the
current situation of the young child in terms
of physical and cognitive development,
access to care, disadvantaged children and
major issues that have led to the continued
neglect of this age group. Explores the policy
and legal framework, fiscal space and the
role and obligations of key stakeholders,
including the state, private sector, civil
society, media and the family. Highlights key
recommendations and action points that can
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help to improve the ecosystem for early
childhood care and development. Drawing on
specially commissioned technical background
papers, supplemented by extensive field
experience of Mobile Creches in childcare,
this Report will be of interest to
practitioners, policymakers and influencers,
think tanks and researchers of public policy,
development studies, human rights,
sociology and social anthropology, as well as
general readers. The Open Access version of
this book, available at http://www.tandfebook
s.com/doi/view/10.4324/9781003026488, has
been made available under a Creative
Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivatives 4.0 license. .
A biography of Mahatma Gandhi, the Indian
political and spiritual leader who led his
country to freedom from British rule through
his policy of nonviolent resistance.
A Moment Comes
The Indian Subcontinent in Literature for
Children and Young Adults
Young Actor
India Calling
Gandhian Social Thought
Childhood and Nation
Concurrent with increasing scholarly attention toward
national children’s literatures, Contemporary EnglishPage 7/21
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language Indian Children’s Literature explores an
emerging body of work that has thus far garnered little
serious critical attention. Superle critically examines the
ways Indian children’s writers have represented
childhood in relation to the Indian nation, Indian cultural
identity, and Indian girlhood. From a framework of
postcolonial and feminist theories, children’s novels
published between 1988 and 2008 in India are compared
with those from the United Kingdom and North America
from the same period, considering the differing
ideologies and the current textual constructions of
childhood at play in each. Broadly, Superle contends that
over the past twenty years an aspirational view of
childhood has developed in this literature—a view that
positions children as powerful participants in the project
of enabling positive social transformation. Her main
argument, formed after recognizing several overarching
thematic and structural patterns in more than one
hundred texts, is that the novels comprise an aspirational
literature with a transformative agenda: they imagine
apparently empowered child characters who perform in
diverse ways in the process of successfully creating and
shaping the ideal Indian nation, their own well-adjusted
bicultural identities in the diaspora, and/or their own
empowered girlhoods. Michelle Superle is a Professor in
the department of Communications at Okanagan
College. She has taught children’s literature,
composition, and creative writing courses at various
Canadian universities and has published articles in
Papers and IRCL.
Reading Gandhi is a textbook for undergraduate
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students of Gandhi Studies. However, it will also interest
anyone who wants a deeper understanding of the
Mahatma's writings. The book covers all of Gandhi's
major thoughts from Satyagraha and Swaraj to his
understanding of untouchability, the environment, and
issues related to women. Additionally, the book
comprehensively analyzes commentaries on Gandhi by
eminent scholars from various fields, such as Terence
Ball and Quentin Skinner. Written in a vivid yet
accessible manner with plenty of examples,
photographs, and diagrams, this book will bring Gandhi's
writings alive for the student. The book also contains
several useful appendices like a chronology of important
events in Gandhi's life for the reader's reference.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the
proceedings and debates of the United States Congress.
It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873.
Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The
Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United
States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress
(1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
From his humble beginnings in rural South Africa to his
tragic death at age 95 in 2013, Nelson Mandela's life is a
tale of inspiration and courage. The most up-to-date
biography of Nelson Mandela. This powerful biography
provides an in-depth look at Nelson Mandela who grew
up in a rural village in South Africa under racist apartheid
rule--a regime heultimately helped overthrow.Denenberg
explores the history of South Africa and its often violent
struggle for civil rights, while tracing Mandela's role in
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that history. Lawyer, leader of the African National
Congress, political prisoner who spent 26 years in jail,
president--no one else has had such enormous influence
on his fellow South Africans. Even beyond South Africa
Nelson Mandela influenced freedom fighters
everywhere.This latest biography traces Mandela's
complete life story
We are Like that Only
An Annotated Bibliography of English-language Books
India
Choices in Theory and Practice
Life & Times of Ramkrishna Bajaj
Teaching Young Children: Choices In Theory And
Practice

Post-colonial and post-partition South
Asia, one of the fastest-growing and
yet one of the least integrated regions
of the world, is marked by both
optimism and pessimism. This intriguing
dichotomy of strength and weakness,
security and insecurity, hope and fear,
connections and disconnects underpins
South Asia’s regionalism conundrum and
gives birth to borders and boundaries –
both material and mental – with a
complex territoriality. The Janus-faced
nature of South Asian borderlands – the
inward nationalizing impulses entangled
with the outward regional frontierorientations – is a stark reminder that
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history of mobility in this ecogeographical region is much older than
the history of territoriality and
colonial cartography and ethnography.
This collection of meticulously
researched, theoretically informed,
case studies from South Asia provides
useful insights into bordering,
ordering and othering narratives as
practices and performances that are
intricately entangled with identity
politics and security discourses. It
shows how a sharper focus on
subterranean subregionalism(s), border
communities, popular geopolitics of
enmity, and transborder challenges to
sustainability, could open up spaces
for new multiple (re)imaginings of
borders at diverse scales and sights
including sub-urban neighbourhoods,
school textbooks/cinema and transborder conservation initiatives. The
chapters in this edited volume have
been contributed by both renowned as
well as young emerging scholars,
looking into the borders and boundaries
in South Asia. Each chapter offers new
perspectives and insights into themes
like trans-Himalayan borderlands, IndiaPage 11/21
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Pakistan physical and mental borders,
Afghanistan-Pakistan border and
numerous social boundaries that we see
in everyday South Asia. The chapters in
this book were originally published as
a special issue of the Journal of
Borderlands Studies.
Taking cues from economics, demography,
history, culture, philosophy and good
old common sense, Rama Bijapurkar makes
sense of the complex and inscrutable
Indian market-the many Consumer Indias,
their diverse and schizophrenic
consumer behaviour and the way to make
your company's fortune in this billionplus market. Irreverent and insightful,
this book answers the questions to
twelve key facets of Consumer India.
Bijapurkar explains why the Indian
consumer market is 'like that only',
why it will not change in a hurry, and
what it takes to develop a winning
'made for India' business strategy.
'Rama has developed a very strong case
for learning about India on its own
terms before investing. This book is a
critical read for anyone considering
building a large presence for
themselves in India.'-From the Foreword
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by C. K. Prahalad, author of The
Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid
Contributed research papers presented
at a national seminar organized by the
Gandhi Smriti and Darshan Samiti in
1987.
It is easy to see that the world finds
itself too often in tumultuous
situations with catastrophic results.
An adequate education can instill
holistic knowledge, empathy, and the
skills necessary for promoting an
international coalition of peaceful
nations. Promoting Global Peace and
Civic Engagement through Education
outlines the pedagogical practices
necessary to inspire the next
generation of peace-bringers by
addressing strategies to include topics
from human rights and environmental
sustainability, to social justice and
disarmament in a comprehensive method.
Providing perspectives on how to live
in a multi-cultural, multi-racial, and
multi-religious society, this book is a
critical reference source for
educators, students of education,
government officials, and
administration who hope to make a
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positive change.
Indira Gandhi's India/h
India's Nation Builders
The Young Protester who Founded a
Nation
An Intimate Portrait of a Nation's
Remaking
Reading Gandhi
Inspiring Thoughts Of Sonia Gandhi
Presents the life and accomplishments
of the Indian statesman and peacemaker,
from his early life in Britishcontrolled India to his nonviolent
actions to achieve the nation's
independence.
Dr. Kalam was born and brought up in a
multi-religious, multi-ethnic
community, and this type of milieu had
a profound effect on his personality.
He gave equal respect to all faiths and
religions; and he did not pay only lipservice to different religions. During
his life, he visited the saints and
seers of all faiths, discussed with
them and learnt from them. He learnt
what divinity and spirituality actually
meant, and brought out a blended form.
For him, religion is a connecting
thread. He was quite at ease when he
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quoted from the Gita or the Hadith, or
for that matter, from the holy texts of
other faiths. In this book, we have
made a solemn endeavour to read his
mind, how he thought at every turn of
his life; and this will help the
readers to understand the intricacies
of his thinking and how he was guided
for a mission in his life. To
understand him well, we have also
narrated a number of incidents,
accidents and events of his life, that
would contribute to holistic
understanding about him. He took up the
challenges and worked on them
wholeheartedly; whenever he failed, he
overcame his negativity and came out a
stronger man than ever. This is the
beauty of his character, and this makes
him one of the most popular public
figures of all times. May his soul rest
in peace! —K. Senthil Kumar, IAS
This fascinating, illuminating
biography, containing over 150 rare and
exquisite photographs, is remarkable
for its intellectual quality and
richness of material. Text clean,
condition good.
Childhood of Famous Americans One of
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the most popular series ever published
for young Americans, these classics
have been praised alike by parents,
teachers, and librarians. With these
lively, inspiring, fictionalized
biographies -- easily read by children
of eight and up -- today's youngster is
swept right into history.
Congressional Record
Proceedings and Debates of the ...
Congress
Proponent of Peace
40 Model Lessons for Intermediate
Readers
Child Rights And Young Lives:
Theoretical Issues & Empirical Studies
Mahatma Gandhi
Sierra Leone is in her final phase of a Post-civil War
rebuilding after twelve years of what has been dubbed one
of the most devastating civil conflicts in Modern African
History. Since the advent and end of the conflict a lot has
been written in the forms of documentaries, reportages,
commentaries, satires and academic textbooks by
journalists, academics, politicians, former heads of state
and political analysts. However, this book- `A New
Perspective On Governance, Leadership, Conflict and
Nation Building in Sierra Leone.', is different. It presents a
new outlook in the sense that it is incisive, analytical,
honest, educative and thought-provoking at the same time.
The key message that runs through the veins of the theme
is state renewal informed by new thinking spectacles that
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efficiently configure the manner in which the management
of state leadership and governance is articulated for the
benefits of the common good. The author, Solomon E.
Berewa was one of the key actors- Chief Government
Negotiator and stakeholder of the peace deals in his
capacity as Minister of Justice and Attorney General and
Vice President of the Republic of Sierra Leone. He has
written this masterpiece authoritatively by throwing fresh
lights on the serious political issues and questions which
have blurred the significance of the past and the present.
Like any sincere agent of nation building, after a traumatic
experience such as the one Sierra Leone went through, the
rationale of the author is to build bridges across the board,
political spectrums. In his estimation, it is only by looking
into the past with open mind and sincerity, learn tangible
lessons and act on them meticulously, that nations can be
in position to surmount current challenges for the good and
durability of a better tomorrow. Post-war Sierra Leone
needs to have faith in this philosophy and crown it as the
cornerstone in this crucial period of political and socioeconomic renewal.
With reference to India.
As the partition of India nears in 1947, bringing violence
even to Jalandhar, Tariq, a Muslim, finds himself caught
between his forbidden interest in Anupreet, a Sikh girl, and
Margaret, a British girl, whose affection for Tariq might
help him attain his dream of studying at Oxford.
"Now you can easily deliver the shared reading
comprehension lessons you need to launch RTI Tier 1
instruction—setting the stage for Tier 1 small-group
instruction as well as Tier 2 and Tier 3 interventions.
Launching RTI Comprehension Instruction with Shared
Reading provides intermediate-grade teachers with:
•Flexible shared reading plans for 45-, 60-, and 90-minute
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instructional blocks and guidelines to implement Tier 2 and
Tier 3 comprehension interventions; •Criteria to select
comprehension objectives, choose texts, and create lessons
that support students before, during, and after reading;
•Strategies that move students toward independence in
meeting comprehension objectives through explicit,
systematic instruction that culminates in written response;
•Assessment rubrics, checklists, and anchor sets to
evaluate students' literature responses; •Lessons and
support materials for 40 different objectives organized into
four thinking strands: forming a general understanding,
developing an interpretation, making reader/text
connections, and examining content and structure; and
•Independent follow-up activities in oral language, fluency,
vocabulary, comprehension, and writing that help students
apply what they have learned in the shared lesson. Tips for
adapting instruction to English language learners and
reflection questions at the end of each chapter round out
this complete resource. The included CD provides
modifiable electronic versions of planning and support
documents, along with additional lesson materials not
included in the book."
Interdisciplinary Engagements
Winning in the Indian Market
State of the Young Child in India
GANDHI A Biography for Children and Beginners
Children's Books in Print, 2007

In Indian context; with special reference to Andhra
Pradesh.
This Combo Collection (Set of 3 Books) includes Alltime Bestseller Books. This anthology contains:
ENLIGHTENED MINDS CREATING A LIVABLE
PLANET SONGS OFPage
LIFE
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This book presents early childhood students and
staff with a broad and diverse range of teaching
techniques to support children's learning. It
examines 26 techniques ranging from simple ones,
such as describing and listening, to more complex
methods, such as deconstruction and scaffolding.
The strategies selected are derived from the best
current research knowledge about how young
children learn. A detailed evaluation of each strategy
enables childcare staff, early childhood teachers and
students to expand their repertoire of teaching
strategies and to critically evaluate their own
teaching in early childhood settings. Vignettes and
examples show how early childhood staff use the
techniques to support children's learning and help to
bring the discussion of each technique to life.
Revised and updated in light of the latest research,
new features include: * Coverage of the phonics
debate * Addition of ICT content * Questions for
further discussion * Revision to the chapter on
problem solving * Updated referencing throughout
Teaching Young Children is key reading for students
and experienced early childhood staff working in
diverse settings with young children.
India has been catapulted to the centre of world
attention. Its rapidly growing economy, new geopolitical confidence, and global cultural influence
have ensured that people across the world recognise
India as one of the main sites of social dynamism in
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the early twenty-first century. In this book, research
leaders John Harriss, Craig Jeffrey and Trent Brown
explore in depth the economic, social, and political
changes occurring in India today, and their
implications for the people of India and the world.
Each of the book’s fourteen chapters seeks to
answer a key question: Is India’s democracy under
threat? Can India’s Growth be sustained? How are
youth changing India? Drawing on a wealth of
scholarly and popular material as well as their own
experience researching the country during this
period of major transformation, the authors draw the
reader into key debates about economic growth,
poverty, environmental justice, the character of
Indian democracy, rights and social movements,
gender, caste, education, and foreign policy. India,
they conclude, has undergone some extraordinary
and positive changes since the early 1990s but
deeply worrying threats remain: increasing
authoritarianism, growing inequality, entrenched
poverty, and environmental vulnerability. How India
responds to these crucial challenges will shape the
world’s largest democracy for years to come.
Continuity and Change in the Twenty-First Century
Contemporary English-Language Indian Children’s
Literature
Representations of Nation, Culture, and the New
Indian Girl
An Author, Title, and Illustrator Index to Books for
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Children and Young Adults
A New Perspective on Governance, Leadership,
Conflict and Nation Building in Sierra Leone
Christopher Reeve
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